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F?om The Dean
has been an exciting and busY
Fall here at the Law School, and the
enthusiasm continues into this semester. One of my goals as Dean has been

It

to find ways to enrich the Law School
a comas an intellectual community
the
classbeyond
extends
that
munity
room, and involves and engages our
students, our faculty and the broader
legal community in discussions of law
and justice. One of the ways we have
tried to achieve this goal is to invite a
broad array ofdistinguished scholars to
the Law School for lectures and for
more extended visits.
The Coffin Lecture on Law and
Public Service is always the highlight
of the fall semester, and it was made
even more special this year by our
Lecturer, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg. We were
delighted that Justice Ginsburg was
able to reschedule her visit with us so
soon after her surgery, and we are honored that she was willing to spend an
entire day here at the Law School with
our students and faculty.
I will long remember the thrill of
sitting in the First-Year Room as

Justice Ginsburg taught the
Constitutional Law I class, and the
warmth of the spontaneous standing
ovation from the more than 700 people
in attendance when she entered the hall
to present the Coffin Lecture.
The Coffin Lecfure was just the
culmination of a semester filled with

intellectual excitement. In October,
we welcomed Professor Deborah
Rhode of Stanford Law School, one of
the nation's preeminent scholars on
legal ethics and past president ofthe
Association of American Law Schools,
who delivered our first Dean's
Distinguished Scholar Lecture. The
Moot Court Room was filled to capacity with students, faculty, lawyers and
federal and state judges who came to
hear Professor Rhode speak on
"Professionalism: V/hy Do We Keep
Talking About It and Is Anyone
Listening?"

were forfunate that our Godfrey
Distinguished Visiting Professor Laura
Underkuffler of Duke University
School of Law was able to spend the
entire fall semester with us. Professor
Underkuffler, a nationally recognized
scholar in the field ofproperty theory,
taught our first year Property course
and an advanced property seminar.
Like all ofher predecessors, she proved
to be a gifted and compelling teacher.
Her students loved her! And our faculty also benefitted immeasurably from
her keen intellect, and her generosity in
working with us on our scholarship.
Professor Underkuffler delivered her
Godfrey Professor Lecture in
Novembeq challenging the standingroom only audience to consider
whether property is indeed "a special

right."
You will recall that one of the purposes of the Godfrey Fund was to
establish an endowment that would
enable us to bring to the Law School,
on a regular basis, some of the nation's
most distinguished scholars and teachers . We are fortunate that the income
of the Godfrey Fund has grown to the
point that we are able to bring distinguished academics to the Law School
for visits ofseveral days, as well as for
an entire semester. The visit of our first
Godfrey Distinguished Lecturer,
Professor Karen Gross of New York
Law School, is scheduled forApril l012. Professor Gross teaches and writes
extensively in the areas ofbankruptcy
and consumer finance. Her book,
Failttre and Forgiveness : Rebalancing
the Bankruptcy System (Yale University
Press 1997), won the 1997 Business
Management Award from the
Association of American Publishers.
During her three-day visit to the Law
School, Professor Gross will teach sev-

eral classes, participate in colloquia
with law faculty and faculty from the

University of Southern Maine, and
conduct a symposium with members of
the bankruptcy bench and bar.
Professor Gross's visit will be preceded by a lecture on March 2lst at
noon by Professor George Fisher of
Stanford Law School, who is a Visiting
Professor at Harvard Law School this
semester. Professor Fisher will share
with us his expertise and scholarly

research in the areas of Criminal
Procedure and Evidence.
I am also delighted to announce

that our Godfrey Distinguished
Lecturers for the 2000-2001 academic
year have already "signed on."
Professor Richard A. Epstein, a
renowned and prolific scholar in the
fields of Property, Contracts, and Torts
(to name just a few), and Editor of the
Journal of Law and Economics, will
visit the Law School for two days in
September. In the Spring semester of
2001, we will welcome Professor

Aviam Soifer of Boston College Law
School, who will also visit with us for
several days. Professor Soifer, who was
Dean at Boston College from 19931998, teaches, lectures and writes
extensively in the areas of
Constitutional Law and American
Legal History.
Lectures and visits like these are
invigorating for students and faculty
alike. They also provide a valuable
resource to the legal community in
Maine and the region, bringing new
ideas and approaches to law reform
and the administration ofjustice. These
lectures and visits are made possiblc by
the generosity of many individuals donors to the Godfrey Fund Friends of
the Coffin Lecture, and other annual
fund contributors. And speaking of
gifts, thanks to all of you who contributed to the 1999 Annual Fund. You
helped us exceed our goal and raise
more than $207,000. Your gifts make a
real and measurable difference in
improving the quality of our Law
School, and we are all deeply appreciative ofyour generosity and your support.

Colleen A. Khoury
Dean
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U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

-

Delivers Eighth Annual Coffin Lecture
"In Pursuit of the Public Good: Lawyers Who Care"
There are many dedicated men and
women who use their legal training to
make a difference. In her speech, "In
Pursuit of the Public Good: Lawyers
Who Care," Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg talked about the many
diverse arenas of pro bono lawyenng
and the "satisfaction one gains when he
or she is not simply a fee-charging artisan, but a contributor to the public
good."
Justice Ginsburg presented her talk
to a standing room only crowd at the 8th
Annual Coffin Lecture held at the State
Sheet Church in Portland on November
22,1999. In her speech, Justice
Ginsburg challenged those in the legal
profession to try to help change the perception of the public toward lawyers.
Recognizing Justice Frank M.
Coffin as one of those lawyers and
judges who have helped to change the
public's perception of "what is a
lawyer," Justice Ginsburg remarked, "at
each stage of his careeq as practicing
lawyeq legislator, executive branch officer and for 34 years as federaljudge,
Frank has strived to assure that law and
public service coincide."
The Coffin Lecture series was established to honor the unselfish dedication
of Judge Coffin to public interest law,
by bringing to the Law School and the
community those outstanding leaders in
the legal profession who have also dedicated their lives to law and public service.
Earlier in the day, Justice Ginsburg
taught the Constitutional Law I class
where first-year law students were given
an insider's view on the complex workings of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Justice Ginsburg acquainted students
with the dayto-day dealings of the
Court, such as petitioning, case admittance, and reviewing writs of certiorari.

Relationships with the other Justices,

politics and even a glimpse into the aesthetics of the judicial dining room were
topics for discussion. Justice Ginsburg,
her husband Professor Martin Ginsburg

As another example, she cited
Marian Wright Edelman, founder of the
Children's Defense Fund, who "educates
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Justice Rulh Bøder Ginsbarg
of Georgetown University Law Center,
and Judge Coffin also met with students
and facuþ for an hour-and-a-halfquestion-and-answer session which covered
issues ranging from career choices to
the work of the Supreme Court.
Justice Ginsburg was nominated to
the U.S. Supreme Court by President
Bill Clinton in 1993. She is the second
woman to serve on the U.S. Supreme
Court. Justice Ginstiurg's own dedication to serving the public good is evidenced not only by her services, but
also by her work on projects such as the
Women's Rights Project of the

American Civil Liberties Union which
she launched in 1971. She also served
as General Counsel of the ACLU from
1973-80, and served on its National
Board of Directors from 1974-80.
Justice Ginsburg is recognized for a
series ofcases she litigated throughout
the 1970's that solidified a constitutional
principle against gender-based discrimination.
In her evening talk, Justice Ginsburg
traced the roots ofpoverty law and the
need for legal aid. "The pro bono luliriverse is not confined to the representation ofpoorpersons, equal rights advocacy on behalf of racial minorities or
women, free speech promotion or separation of church and state enforcement,"
Justice Ginsburg pointed out. "Certainly,
the district aftorney who pwsues prosecutions vigorously but fairly is also a
pro bono lawyer."

lawmakers and successfully lobbies for
measures addressing the needs of the
one in five child¡en in the United States

who lives below poverty level." Justice
Ginsburg also recognized "the enemy of
public apathy," Ralph Nader, founder of
Public Citizen, an organization devoted
to the pursuit of public interest matter,
who launched consumer rights as a
national issue.
Justice Ginsburg emphasized the
constant need for lawyers willing to perform the routine services that can greatly improve a poor personb lot. She
remarked, "Lawyers with Maine's Pine
Tree Legal Assistance, for example, fill
that need by providing representation in
everyday civil cases and helping to foster improvement in prison conditions
and mental health care."
Ì
"Recent studies," Justice Ginsburg
stated, "indicate most attorneys do not
perform significanlpro bono work, and
that only between lÙYo and20o/o of
those who do are assisting low-income

clients."

In conclusion, Justice Ginsburg
referred to an article written by Judge
Coffin, "The Law School and the
Profession" in which he urged law
schools to "prepare students to take a
more active role in their career decisions." Judge Coffin "hoped law schools
would introduce law students to the
range of possibilities open to them and
encourage them to think broadly about
their professional pursuits." "I knovr' he
would agree with me in this judgement,"
stated Justice Ginsburg, "lawyers will
fare best, in their own estimation and in
the esteem ofothers, ifthey do their
part to help move society to the place
they would like it to be for the health
and well-being of all who dwell in this

land."
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Rebekah Smith '98 Awarded
Prestigious Skadden FellowshiP
Rebekah Smith, a 1998 graduate of
the Law School, has been chosen to
receive a Skadden Fellowship' Out of
hundreds ofapplications, only 27 fellows from 14 law schools from around
the nation were selected to receive this
prestigious award.
"Those of us who have been Privileged to work with Rebekah during her
years at Maine Law are not surprised at
her selection for this Fellowshipi' said
Dean Colleen Khoury. "It is a têstament
to her intelligence, her dedication to
public service, and her commitment to

justice for all."
At her Law School graduation'
Rebekah, who graduatedmagna cum
laude,rcceived the Student Bar
Association Award for her distinguished
service to the student body. She also
was awarded the Law Alumni Association
Award as the person, who in the determination of the faculf, was the outstanding member of the senior class. As
president of the Maine Association for
Public Interest Law Rebekah was tireless in her efforts to help raise funds for
public interest fellowshiPs.
Established in 1988 bY the firm of
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom,
LLP, headquartered in NewYork City.
with twenty-three offices around the
world the Skadden FellowshiP
Foundation has been described by The
Los Angeles Times as "a legal Peace
Corps."
Each year, the firm receives alatge
number of Fellowship proposals from
which the top 75 applicants are identified based on academic performance,
demonstrated commitment to the public
interest, and the qualrty ofhis or her
project. Each selected applicant is interviewed by the Foundation director, and
one member of the Advisory
Committee. "The interview process is
grueling," said Rebekah. The candidates have only 20 minutes to sell their
project. Fifty semifinalists are then
chosen to be presented to the trustees.
Trustees meet in mid-December to
make final selections.

Fellowships are awarded to graduating law students and outgoingjudicial
clerks who want to pursue their interest
in providing services to the poor, elderly, homeless and disabled, as well as
those deprived of their human or civil
rights. The Fellowships are awarded for
one year with an expectation of renewal
for a second year. Fellows are provided
with a salary and other fringe benefits.
Rebekah is the onlY graduate from
the University of Maine Law School
ever to receive the award. OnlY two
other Skadden Fellows have worked on
projects in Maine. Since the inception of
the program, almost 90 percent of the
Fellows have remained in public interest
or public sector work.
Rebekah, who grew uP in WinthroP,
Maine, received her undergraduate
degree from Bowdoin College in 1993,
with a double major in Governmental
Studies and Economics. While attending
law school, she interned as a surnmer
fellow in 1996 arHale & Dorr Legal
Services Center in Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts. Her "spare time" was
spent as a Research Assistant for
Professor Jennifer Wriggins at the Law
School from 1996-98, and as aLegal

V/riting Instructor in 1997-98. After
graduating in 1998, Rebekah worked for
a year as a Judicial Clerk for State
Supreme Court Chief Justice Daniel
Wathen. She is currentþ working as a
Judicial Clerk for Judge Frank Coffin of
the United States Court ofAppeals for
the First Circuit.
In her proposal to the Skadden
Fellowship Committee, Rebekah
expressed her desire "to provide legal
assistance to low-income citizens facing
challenges due to the combined impact
of reduction in funds for legal services
and radical alterations in welfare programs." She coordinated the project
with Maine Equal Justice Partners in
Augusta, the agencY Rebekah had
worked for as a volunteer surnmer associate in 1997. Rebekah knew that, in
addition to the merits of the project, the
Committee would also look at the
demonstrated effectiveness of the spon-

soring organization.
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Rebekah Smìth'98
Rebekah will start her project in fall
2000 as a second staffattorney for the
pro bono "LitigationNetwork" which is
administered by the Maine Equal Justice
Parfirers and supported by members of
the private bar. She will "represent lowincome individuals in administrative
hearings and impact litigation, focusingon improving their access to welfare-towork programs." Rebekah's goal is to
help remove the barriers facing welfare
recipients as they try to reenter the job
market so they can become selÊsufficient.
"I would like to focus on sYstemic
problems inherent in the government
administration of programs such as
ASPIRE, TANIH, and Parents of
Scholars, which affect primarily lowincome women who are trying to better
their situations," she said. Rebekah
would like to make sure that there is
equality for all who participate in the
programs.
Rebekah is excited about returning
to public interest law. "I'm really
thrilled with the opportunity to serve the
low-income people of Maine whose
needs go largely unmet," she stated.
"I'm also very excited about being

part of the Litigation NetworkS novel
and promising approach of combining
the resowces and skills of the private
bar with the expertise of legal service
providers to aid Maineb poorest fami-

lies."
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Distinguished Scholar Lecture Series
Professor George Fisher, Stanford
Law School and Visiting Professor at

Harvard (March 21, 2000). Professor
Fisher is an expert in the areas of
Criminal Procedure and Evidence. He
is coauthor of the book, The Crime
Conundrum: Essays on Criminal
Justice, (Westview Press, 1997), and
has written numerous articles on crime
and the criminal justice system.

Professor Karen Gross, NewYork

Law School (April 10-12,2000).
Professor Gross writes extensively in
the areas ofbankruptcy and consumer
finance. Her book, Failure and
Forgivenes

s

: Rebalancing the

(Yale University
Press, 1997), received the Association
ofAmerican Publishers 1997 Business
Management Award. Professor Gross
is a contributing author to Collier on
Banlcruptcy (15th rev. ed.) and is the
B ønkruptcy System

Faculty News
Professor David Cluchey has been
appointed to the position of Associate
Dean of the Law School beginning in
the Spring semester 2000. .He will
serve as dean of faculty and academic
affairs, and will be responsible for curriculum planning and development,
recruitment and evaluation of adjunct
and part-time faculry summer session

and other matters related to the faculty
and the academic program.

Professor Orlando Delogu spoke
on current takings law and litigation
strategies in taking cases at the Rocþ
Mountain Land Use Institute's Annual
Conference in Denver in early March,
1999. The gathering drew between
700-800 planners, land use lawyers,
and scholars in the field. Professor

Delogu has completed several pieces of
writing on property tax exemptions, a
critical analysis of the Business &
Equipment Tax Reimbursement
(BETR) program, and the need to
retain income as a factor in state school
aid funding formulas. All of these
pieces have been made available to

author of numerous scholarly articles
on business and personal bankruptcy
law. Her current scholarly projects
include a book on the history of
women and debt.

Professor Richard Epstein,

University of Chicago Law School
(September, 2000). Professor Epstein
has written many scholarly articles on
a broad range of common law, constitutional, economic, historical and philosophical subjects. He is the editor of
Ihe Journal of Law and Economics. His
most recent books include: Principles
þr a Free Society: Reconciling

Individual Liberty with the Common
Good (1998), Mortal Peril: Our
Inalienable Right to Health Care?
(with Henning Gutmann, 1997).
Professor Epstein is also the editor
the casebook Torts (Sth ed.,1999).

Professor Aviam Soifer, Boston
College Law School (Spring,2001).
Professor Soifer teaches courses in
Constitutional Law and American Legal
History. He has written and lectured
extensively in the areas ofconstitutional
law and American legal history. His
book, Law and the Company We Keep
(Harvard University Press, 1995),
received the 1998 Alpha Sigma Nu
National Jesuit Book Award in
Professional Studies. He is currently
working on a book entitled Liberty of
Contrøst: A Contrarian Approach to
American Legal History.
Questions regarding these events
may be directed to Heather Jackson
Dilios at (207)780-4344 or e-mail:

hdilios@usm.maine.edu.
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members of the Education and Taxation
Committees of the Legislature to support various tax reform proposals that
are before the special session.

At the invitation of Judge Brock
Hornby of the U.S. District Court,
Dean and Professor Colleen A.
Khoury spoke at the November 19,
1999 naixalization ceremony for new
citizens emigrating from more than 16
different countries.
Professor Michael Lang is chair

of

the Ethics 2000 Task Force charged
with preparing cornments on behalf of
the American Bar Association Section
of Taxation on the ABA's Ethics 2000
Commission's proposed changes to the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
In January, he presented an interim
report for the Task Force to the Tax
Section's Committee on Standards of
Tax Practice at the Section's Midyear
Meeting in San Diego. Professor Lang
coauthored (with Professor Joel S.
Newman of Wake Forest) an article
entitled "Circular 230 Revisions:
'Faned' Indifference to Solicitation,"
which was published by Tax Notes in
September. Professor Lang will become
the Program Planning Chair for the Tax

Professor Lois Lupica
Teaching Committee of the ABA
Section of Taxation this summer, and
will assume the chair of the Committee

in2002.
Professor Lois R. Lupica's article,
"Transition Losses in the Electric Power
Market: A Challenge to the Premises

Underlying the Arguments for
Compensation," has been accepted for

publication infhe Rutgers Law Review.
Professor Lupica expects the article will
be published in Book 3 of Volume 52 in

April2000. In December 1999,
Professor Lupica presented a program

to the Maine Attorney General's Office
on the No-Contact Rule and
Government Lawyers.
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In late December, Professor Alison
Rieser co-authored an amicus brief on
behalf of the State of Maine in Wyer v.
Board of Envíronmental Protection,
a case claiming that denial of a permit
'to build on a sand dune lot at Higgins
Beach is an unconstitutional taking.
Lead counsel on the brief was Jennifer
Burns Cost'96, counsel to the Maine
Audubon Society, and co-counsel was
Professor John Echeverria of
Georgetown University Law Center. In
January, Professor Rieser participated
in a Vy'ashington, D.C. workshop to
develop federal guidelines for establishing a network of marine protected
areas in U.S. waters. The guidelines
will be considered by the President's
Council on Environmental Quality in
carrying out the Clinton administral.íon's Year of the Ocean commitments.
In February, Professor Rieser submitted
written testimony to the Joint Standing
Committee on Taxation regarding a bill
proposing a constitutional amendment
authorizing the Maine Legislature to
provide for the assessment ofreal property used for commercial fishing at the
current use. Professor Rieser served on
a panel discussing legislative reauthorizalion of the Magnuson-Stevens federal fisheries law at the National
Association of Environmental Law
Societies' "Sea Change" March meeting at Stanford Law School.
Professor Nancy Wanderer's article, "Culture and Crime: Kargar and
the Existing Framework for a Cultural
Defense," was published in Volume 47,

No. 2 of the Btffalo Law Review. She
was also a presenter at the Philanthropy
Partners Conference, sponsored by the
Maine Philanthropy Center, on the
panel, "Legal Services for Underserved
'Women,"
on November

3,1999.

In Septembeq Professor Thomas
M. Ward was named Co-Reporter
(along with Professor William Murphy
at the Franklin Pierce Law Center) on a
study undertaken for the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. The purpose ofthe project is "to assess and
define the technical, economic, and
legal requirements associated with an
integrated federal registry for the
record of all security interests in intellectual property." Thc projeit'is funded
as a cooperative contract between the

e)

Patent and Trademark Office and
Franklin Pierce Law Ccntcr. The three
major subcontractors are the University
of Mainc School of Law, the
Whittemore School at the University of
New Hampshire, and the Department
of Computer Science at Dartmouth
Collegc. Professor Ward introduced the
proposed Federal Intellectual Property

SecurityAct as part of a joint proglarn
scheduled for the March 1999 ABA
Section Meetings in Columbus, Ohio.
The title of the program was "The

Legislative Horizon for Commercial
and Intellectual Property Lawyers."

'A More Perfect Union? Marriage and
Marriage-Like Relationships in Family
Law" took place in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, from June 10-12, 1999.
Professor Wriggins article, "Family
Law and Marriage Law: Autonomy,
Interdependence, and Couples of the
Same Gender," has been accepted for
publication in the Boston College Law
Review. The article will be published in
March 2000. Professor Wriggins has
also been asked to be a reviewer for the
National Science Foundation's Societal
Dimensions of Engineering, Science,
and Technology Program. Professor
Wriggins' article on lead

poisoning,"Genetics, IQ, Determinism,
and Torts: The Example of Discovery
in Lead Exposure Litigation," published in lhe Boston University Law
Review, was cited by a Massachusetts
Judge of the Northeast Housing Court
in his decision in the case of Haffard v.

Ravgíala. Thejudge denied defendants'motion to obtain school records
of parents and siblings of a lead poiProfessor Williøm lI( Wells, Jr.
Professor William W. Wells, Jr.,
Law Library Director and Associate
Provost, was invited by the United
States Information Agency (USIA) to
visit Uganda from September 3-15,
1999. The purpose of the visit was to
discuss the use of information and
technology in different sectors ofthe
society as a tool for governmental stabilization and societal growth. While in
Uganda, he met with the Ugandan

Library Association, East African
School of Library and Information
Science, Faculty of Law of Makarere
University, Parliamentary Library,
Supreme Court of Uganda, Law
Review Commission, and attended a
meeting of Non-Governmental
Organizations. In addition to these
meetings, Professor Wells also made
three presentations: "Creating an
Integrated Library System,"
"Designing and Creating a Digital
Llbrary," and "Providing Legal
Information to Promote Democracy."

Professor Jennifer Wriggins presented a paper, "Marriage, Duty,

Morals, and Couples of the Same
Gender" at the International Socicty of
Family Law's North American
Regional Conferencc. The conference,

soned child. The article was also cited
and Professor Wriggins was quoted in
an article by Christa Zevitas entitled,
"Should the Medical and Genetic
Records of Relatives be Available to
Defense Attorneys?" that was published in the December 13, 1999, issue
of Lawyers l4/eekly USl. Professor
Wriggins was quoted in the September
1999 issue of the ABA Journal in an
article, "Blame It on the Bloodline,"
concerning the use ofdiscovery of
nonpartics' medical and psychiatric
rccords as the lalest dcfcnsc tactic in
disputing causation. Professor
Wriggins'article on "Rape, Racism
and the Law" (originally published in
1983 in the Harvard Womenis Law
Journa[¡ was excerpted in a new casebook entitled, Race and Races: Cases
and Resources þr a Multiracial
America, edited by Perea, Delgado,
Harris and V/ildman (West, 1999). I

Professor \ilanderer
Appointed to Serve on

f{ational Advisory

C ommittee

Training, appointed by Secretary of
Defense William S. Cohen and headed
by former Sen. Nancy Kassebaum
Baker, R-Kansas, recommended that
male and female recruits be segregated
during most of basic training and live
in separate barracks. The Committee

Profes s or N øncy Wan de r e r
Professor Nancy Vy'anderer is excited about the opportunity to participate
in a new arena, and perhaps, make a
difference on a national level. Over the
years, the proposals made by Defense
Advisory Committee on'Women in the
Services (DACOWITS)have made a
difference in the lives of many women
who choose careers in the armed services.
Established in 1951 by then
Secretary of Defense George C.
Marshall, DACOWITS was charged
with the mission to make recommendations to the Secretary of Defense to
improve the utilization and quality of
life for women in the military. It continues to evaluate and make reconimendations on women's issues, regularly
reviewing policy decisions and garnering field input in the analysis of
women in the military.
Committee members are selected
for their achievements in business, the
professions and public service With an
equitable representation of professionalism, fields of interest, and geographi-

cal distribution, the 30-40 civilian
members, both men and women, serve
as individuals and not as official representatives ofany group or organization
with which they may be affiliated. Also
serving on the committee are military
representatives and service liaisons.
Members serve on one of three subcommittees focusing on equality management, forces development and uti-

lizafion and quality of life.
In December 1999,the Advisory
Committee on Gender-Integrated

claimed integrated housing and training
contributed to a higher rate ofdisciplinary problems. The Army, Navy and
Air Force voiced opposition to the
Committee's suggestion, arguing that
keeping men and women segregated
would not prepare them for the real
world of the military, where women
serve on warships and fly combat aircraft. Their goal was to train as they

fight without gender segregation.
In January 1999, in response to the
military's opposition to the
Kassenbaum report, Secretary of
Defense Cohen asked DACOWITS to
further research the problem and come
up with its own recommendations for
gender integration. After visiting
twelve training schools and nine military installations of the five armed
forces, DACOV/ITS concluded that
gender segregation during basic training and in barracks impeded professional development and work readiness. It found that male and female
trainees' inability to interact during
training and social time caused unity
problems. Its report stated" "Women
trainees are not acquiring the necessary
skills in training to succeed in work
environments in the field and the fleet

in which they will usually work with a
large majority of men." The panel also
found that gender discrimination
occurred at most military installations,

in differing degrees.
In response to the DACOV/ITS

findings, Secretary of Defense Cohen
authorized mixing female and male

recruits in basic training, but not in
housing. Other suggestions made by
Cohen included an increase in the
number of female recruiters and trainers, an increase in supervision for
trainees in their first weeks in the services and a toughening ofphysical
training requirements. I

Professor
James Friedman
Participates in

International
Conference
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On November 10-13, 1999,
Professor James Friedman participated
in the annual Student Conference on
United States Affairs (SCUSA) held at
the United States Military Academy at
lüy'est Point and hosted by the U.S.
Department of Foreign Affairs. The
conference, whose theme was "Beyond
2000: Leadership in an Uncertain
Vy'orld" brought together people from
the academic, diplomatic, armed services and intelligence communities to
discuss how the U.S. will shape it!
future foreign policy to address the
many challenges presented by a changing world. Dr. Henry KissingeE Nobel
Peace Prize Winner and former
Secretary of State during the Nixon
Administration, was the keynote speaker at the event.
The conference drew undergraduate
and graduate students from top international schools, some of whom will be
the leaders and policy makers of the
21st Century. With countries around
the world becoming more interdependent, the U.S. will have the opportunity
to strengthen existing partnerships and
create new bonds, but increased integration will pose many challenges. New
policies will need to be established.
Students learned first-hand how difficult
a process it is to address these challenges by attending a series ofround

(Contínued on Pøge Eíght)
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Law School Hires New Director of
Development and
Alumni Relations

Black History
Month

Director of Adult Education in
Lewiston. "She is recognized as one of

John Gundersdorf
John Gundersdorf of New
Gloucester, Maine, recently joined the
Law School staffas Director ofAlumni
Relations and Development. John
brings to the Law School a history of
successful fundraising for public organizations. Friendly, energetic, with a
wry sense of humor, he will be an
important addition to the Law School
community. Excited about the opportunity of coming home to work in Maine,
John is looking forward to his new
duties as director. "The Law School is
a distinguished institution," he said,
"and it's an interesting and exciting
opportunity to be an integral part ofits
future growth and development."
In the last four years, John has led
efforts that have utilized a wide variety
of fundraising methods ranging from
capital campaigns to annual appeals
with some grant writing added to the
mix. In his last position as Vice
President of Resource Development for
the United Way of MerrimackValley,
in Lawrence, Massachusetts, John
helped raise $5.2 million for the organization's annual campaign , the first
campaign increase in five years. From
1997 -98 he served as Executive
Director of Camp Sunshine in Casco,
Maine, a suûìmer camp for children
with life threatening diseases.
John lives in New Gloucester with

his wife Betty who is Assistant

the leading adult educators in the
state," he said. They have two children:
Geoffrey, age 23, who is completing
his senior year at Goucher College in
Baltimore, Maryland, and Carrie, age
26, whom her father claims is a "graduate of everything." "In reality,' said
John, "she is a talented artist but, at the
same time, an emerging artist, specialízingin the minimalist style." She is a
graduate of one of the most noted art
schools in the country, the Art Institute
of Chicago, where she received a
Masters in Fine Arts. Both children are
graduates of Waynflete School in
Portland.
John grew up in the Springfield,
Massachusetts area. He graduated from
Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, with a Bachelor of Arts
in Government. After graduation, he
enlisted in the U.S. Air Force where he
worked as a combat correspondent during the Vietnam conflict and as a producer of TV news and films. John
received a Masters of Public

Administration from Auburn
University in Alabama and has taken
various graduate courses from the
University of New Hampshire. An avid
fly-fisherman, John recently spent "a
very cold weekend" fly-fishing on the
Presumpscot River.
*We
are delighted to have John on
our team," said Dean Colleen Khoury.
"I am confident that his extensive
experience in all aspects ofdevelopment, his skill in working with volunteers, and his good judgment will benefit the Law School for years to come.
Our thanks to the Search Committee

On February 4, in honor of Black
History Month and Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., the Law School and the
Black Law Students Association welcomed speaker Clyde J. Hart, Jr., head
of the U.S. Maritime Administration.
Mr. Hart spoke on the maritime legacy
of African-Americans and the distinctive conhibutions they have made to
the seafaring industry and to naval history. Pictured are Clyde Hart, Jr. (left)
and Jarvis Parsons '01, President ofthe
Black Law Students Association. I
(Professor Friedman, Conl from Pøge 7)
table discussions focusing on how the
U.S. would prepare and respond to
these challenges and opportunities.
Professor Friedman, an expert on

terrorism and the Middle East, cochaired a work group with Professor
Joseph Grico of the Depariment of
International Relations at Duke

University. Discussion focused on the
role of the U.S. as peacekeeper in a
volatile world. Should the U.S. promote democracy in countries such as
Kosovo, Bosnia, Somalia, or is such a

policy impossible to implement? Is the
U.S. stepping on toes by promoting
democracy and how many resources,
both human and monetary, should the
U.S. expend by advancing the cause?
The discússions ofquestions such as
these helped students realize the

Laskoff'70, and Annee Tara'73

Professor Friedman spent the fall
semester I 998 teaching Constitutional
Law and Military Law at West Point
and did research with the Army on
counter-terrorism. His article on PostWWII Nazi Vy'ar Crimes Trials has
been adopted for use in the West Point

all its hard work in bringing John-to
Maine Law." I

for

culties inherent in policy making.

curriculum.

¿l

diffi-

which included Diane Dusini '87, Bob

I
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forestry at the University of Maine.
After graduation, he served in the Navy

Don't Miss the

\Mriting Prize
GoesTìo...

and then worked as an analyst and
computer programmer. "Law School is
a welcome return to the world of
words," he said. "Legal writing is
actually much like programming. You

MAPIL

The 1999 First-Year Legal Writing
Prize was awarded to Tim McCormack
and Jim Schwellenbach for their outstanding briefs in State of Wyoming v.
Houghton and United States v. SunDiømond Growers of Califtrnia. The
competition allows lLs to show off
their analytical, research and writing
ability
all essential skills for doing
well in -law school and, later, in a legal
career.

have to go step by step. Ifyou skip
steps, your logic gets vague. Your writ-

ing is not compelling."
Jim Schwellenbach remembers diagramming sentences for the nuns at the
Catholic School he attended in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. "Though I probably shouldn't admit it," he sai{ "I actually enjoyed it." More recently he has
penned regular columns on biking and
skiing in a mid-coast newspapeq and
as the Schools Project Director for the
Island Institute in

Rocklan{ he con-

taught to be both disciplined and
expressive. Even our physics teachers
insisted that lab reports be grammatically correct."
Mr. McCormack, who also likes to
write poetry, believes that constant
reading is important because it "affects
the texture ofyour thought processes."
"When I've been reading," he stated
"the accents, metaphors, and images of
the text sink into the way I see the

world every day."
Raised in Aroostook County as one
of eight children, Mr. McCormack
studied government at Harvard and

ZJ

=
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Eøsy Riders: Professor Jady Potter collects her MAPIL Auction príze from
the Hon. Døn Wøthen '65, øk.a. "the
biker justicer" who donated ø ride on

his Harley to the híghest bidden

It's fun and it's for a good cause.
The Maine Association for Public

schools to the

Interest Law (MAPIL) will hold its
twelfth annual Auction on Friday, April
28th at 6:00 p.m. in the First Year
Classroom at the Law School. As a student run organization, MAPItls mission is to ensure equal access to the
justice system by facilitating work and
career choices in the field ofpublic

during the22yearshe

Tim McCormack credits his high
school English teachers for encouraging him to "write, write, write." "We
did quite a bit of writing up in the
County," he said. "From diagramming
sentences to writing abstract essays on
topics such as 'nothingness'we were

n

tributed articles highlighting the island
Institute's publication,
The Island News. He
also estimates that he
wrote hundreds of
reports and student
evaluation summaries

Deqn Colleen Khoury (eft) and Professor Nancy
Wanderer, Dìrector, LegøI fl/riting & Reseørch Progrøm
(ríSht) with Legøl lYriting Prize llinners Tim
McCormack'02 ønd Jím Schwellenbøch'02

Auction!

spent as a special education teacher, administrator and consultant.
Mr. Schwellenbach
describes legal writing
as somewhat akin to a

construction project.
He speaks from experience, having
worked as a remodeling carpenter and
cabinet maker for several years after
graduating from college. An accomplished musician, he also has built the
stringed instruments he plays. He
compares his approach to legal writing
to building a musical instrument or a
piece of furniture. "There is a basic
form or convention to which you must
conform," Mr. Schwellenbach
explained, "but there is a great deal of
room for creativity within the basic
framework. Starting with a design or
blueprint, you move from the rough
carpentry to the finish work, each step
building on the ones before, each refining the piece a bit further."
"It takes time and effort," he adde{
"you just can't do it without them."¡

interest law.

A silent auction starts the event at
4:30 p.m. Many items, donated by
local businesses, organizations, law
students, staffand faculry and friends
ofthe Law School, are put on display
in the Moot Courtroom for an hour of
silent bidding.
During the main event, guest auctioneers entice auction participants to
bid on items from the "pie of the
month," to a gourmet dinner for eight
prepared and served by faculty, to a
week at a cottage on the Maine coast.
The proceeds from the auctions support

fellowships for law students who spend
their summer working for public interest organizations such as Pine Tree
Legal Assistance, Maine Civil Liberties
Union and Maine Pre-Trial Services, to
name just a few Last year's auction
raised more than $10,000, which
helped place l3 students in public
interest jobs!

I
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Presidentts

Column

and its graduates, students, and faculty
in 2000. I would like to report some of
the changes and thoughts about our
purpose and goals for the organization.

Cn¡¡cns
After a long and careful search, the

oflaw has hired a new
Director of Alumni Relations and
Development. John Gundersdorf has
worked in fund raising and public relations for most of his adult life. He will
be a great asset to the School as it
makes key decisions in adopting and
implementing a development strategy.
One of John's early tasks will be to
decide how to structure and staffthe
team that works with the Alumni
Association so the Association can
continue the successful pursuit of its
goals. We have six new directors joining the Board this year, replacing five
directors whose final term has ended.
Sadly, Patricia Constant has left to
School

Peter McKenney '77
The year 1999 was a great one for
the Association. We exceeded an

aggressive goal in fund raising, thanks
to the generosity ofour graduates and
friends, and expanded our events to
generate more contacts among graduates. However, we cannot pause too
long to enjoy the feeling of success. We
need to begin quickly the work that
will make 2000 another successful
year.

pursue the final phase ofher graduate
education program. She has been an
outstanding alumni coordinator for the
past few years, and stepped up her support an extra notch during the months
we were without an executive director.
She will be miSsed, and we wish her

well.

MrssroN AND YrsroN
The purposes of the Association,
written in the bylaws, are to:

.

The activities of the Association are

.

well underway for the new year. Even
as this column is being written, prior to
the first meeting of the Board of

.

Directors (January 26), directors had
begun begun addressing preliminary
matters such as organization of the new
Board and its goals for the year.
Complicating our initial work is the
fact that there has been a lot ofchange
in our Association over the past six
months. Although we were sad to see
the departure of some key people who
have contributed greatly, we look forward to the opportunity to work with
new people and benefit from their new
ideas and approaches. in short, we are
excited about the possibilities to
advance the cause of our alma mater,

o

cation,
Support the pursuit oflegal
scholarship and the development
of the legal profession,
Support the educational program
of the University of Maine
School ofLaw, and
Serve the purposes ofthe graduates, students, faculty, and staff

ofthe School oftaw.
In reviewing these multiple but
related purposes, some might conclude
the Association's efforts have been
more apparent in some areas than in

others. During this year, we hope to
consider whether the Association needs
to add to or change some of its initiatives in order to fulfill the stated purposes.

constituents."

While such an aggressive vision, if
ever officially adopted, will not likely
be fully achieved in 2000, we will
strive to:
. Support the School financially at

.

an appropriate level,
Increase contact among the "customers" (graduates, students and

.

faculty),
Install an efficient and eflective

.

new administrative team, and
Address the needs and desires
our graduates.

of

These activities will be a challenge
for the Association. While the Board
can provide leadership, the Association
will need the graduates'support, suggestions, participation, and encouragement throughout the year. Let's work
together so that next year the initial
President's Column will again lead off
with a positive report of the success of
the Association in 2000.

as

Advance the cause oflegal edu-

.

Our preliminary thoughts leading
up to our first meeting have been quite
stimulating. For example, we look forward to eventually fostering greater
connections among faculty, students
and graduates. We also look forward to
aiding graduates in the pursuit oftheir
careers. As one director stated, our
vision should be: "The Alumni
Association will become vital to our

Peter McKenney,'7'7

Annual Dinner
Scheduled for
April 1,2000
Have you ever thought: "What's he
doing now?" "Where is she working?"
"It's been so long since I've been in
touch." Attending the Law School's
Annual Dinner and Class Reunions
will give you the opportunity to reconnect with old classmates, catch up with
friends and faculty, and do a little networking. Whatever your motivation,
you are sure to have a good time.
The Law School's Annual Dinner
will be held on April l, 2000, at 6:00
p.m. at the Portland Country Club.
Reunion classes (Class of 1995, slh
Reunion; Class of 1990, 1Oth Reunion;
Class of 1985, 15th Reunion; Class of
1980, 20th Reunion; Class of 1970,
30th Reunion) will have a separate
cocktail party at 5;30 p.m. upstairs at
the Portland Country Club. Separate
tables will be reserved for each reunion
class at the Dinner.
Reunion Classes: look for your
invitation in the mail soon. If you
would like to be involved with plans
for your class reunion, please contact
Kristina Hals by phone at (207) 7804342 or e-mail her at
khals@usm.maine.edu. Vy'e hope to see
you there.
Note: the Class of 1975's 25th
Reunion is scheduled for June 2-4,
2000, aI the Inn-by-the-Sea in Cape

Elizabeth.

1999

Annual Fund Exceeds Goals!

A big THANKYOU to all who
contributed to making the 1999 Annual
Fund a success. Contributions to the
1999 Annual Fund exceeded $207,000,
surpassing in record setting style the
goal of $195,000 set by the Alumni
Board's Development Committee.
With 36

o/o

of alumni answering the

call to contribute to this year's fund the
Law School once again holds the distinction of being one of the smallest
public law schools in the country
whose alumni contribute in a big way.
A special thank you goes to all class
fund agents who volunteered their time
to contact classmates and "gently persuade" them to make that important
donation.

Incoming Alumni Association
President, Peter McKenney'7 7, said
that recognition goes out to Mary

Nelson, former Director of Alumni
Relations and Development, for starting the ball rolling toward the 1999
goal, to David Silk'85, Chair of the
1999 Annual Fund, and to Dean
Colleen Khoury. Peter added a special
thanks and congratulations to Patricia
Constant, former Alumni Coordinator,

and Development Assistant, whose
hard work and dedication in the
absence ofa development director have
made the campaign a success.

All contributions to the Annual
Fund will help support the Law
School's commitment to excellence in
education. Where does your money go?
Eighty-four percent ofthe Annual Fund
goes directly to fund scholarships and
public interest fellowships, to support
student organizations and international
programs, to provide faculty support
for research and scholarly activities, to
the GarbrechtLlbrary, and for general
support ofimportant Law School programs. The balance of the Annual Fund
supports the activities of the Alumni
Association, including the publication
of the Alumni Quarteþ, and alumni
events and gatherings such as the
Annual Dinner and Reunions.
Please look for our next edition of
the Alumni Quarteþ for a complete

report of the Annual Fund recognizing
donation levels, individual and firm
contributions and class participation.
Thank you again for your interest and
continued support ofthe Law School. I

and Kristina Hals, Alumni Relations

g
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One significant way alumni and
friends ca¡ ensure the continued
excellence of the University of
Maine School of Law is by remembering the Law School in their

wills.

Have yoü seen our
New and Improved
Web Site?
\ilww.law. usm.m¿ine.edu

The 2001 Moot Court Boørd's Prize
Arguers ørgued the Uníted Støtes
Supreme Coart cøse, Condon v. Reno
infront ofthe Law Court on Februøry
8. Pictured (left to right) øre Colby
Wallace '01, Richørd Holmes '07,
Quinn Pølricia Kelly '01, ønd Møtthew
Møstrogiacomo '07.

The Law School is most grateful
for those who consider this type of
support for our students and faculty.
Please contact the Office of
Development and Alumni Relations
with your questions about estate
gifts.

g
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L ewiston/Auburn

Boston Area

Alumni

gathered for Lunch on
December 1611999.

*

(eft to ríght) Faye Luppi '85, Prof, Nøncy Wanderer
'90 ønd Louíse Berlín '95

Paulø Sìnger '78, Deøn Colleen Khoury, ønd Jay Theìse '70,
øt the Boston Ares Alumni Dínner held on November 10,
1999 øt the home of Jay ønd Françoíse Theíse.

Southern Maine Area Alumni Reception held on October

1o

1999

Pr ofe s s o r Ie n n ífe r llr íg g í n s
ønd Hon. Keìth Powers '73
Køtherine Beck Whíitemore, Jqmes ryhìlÍemore'9j,

und Deøn Edward S. Godfrey.
Jøne Zímruermøn (wìfe of Barry
'70), hosts ofthe event, snd Eve

Címmet'81

Jømes

Hunt

'85, Peter Míchøud '77,

Peter McKenney '77
Donnø Ryøn '88, Míchøel Curríe '80
ønd Deøn Colleen Khoury

e)

Davíd Levesque '97,\Yíllíam Stíles '95
ønd HìIøry Røpkín'93

Alumni Dinner
Jøy Theise '70, host of
the event, congrøtuløtes
Mìchelle Giard'99 on
pøssing the bør whìle
Kate Brøssel '00, and
Chrßtian Foster '00

look on.

Chrístiqn Foster '00
and Kale Brøssel '00

Bangor Luncheon
December 2011999

EÐ

i

(Left to ríght) Lørry Mullen '87, Joshuø Krell '92, Louise
McCørthy '92, ønd Krísns Bøsu '92

Bath-BrunswickAlumni Luncheon held on
December 7rt999.

Døvíd Chøse '88 ønd Professor
Delogu

Qelt to ríght) Nancy

Richsrd Lord '65 und
Ríchsrd Elliott'65

Morìn '97, Deøn
Colleen Khoary and

Arthur Lømothe '87

(left to ríght) Løura O'HønIon ,92, Dícine
Dusini '87 ønd Professor Jady Potter

&

New HampshireAlumni Dinner held on January 2012000.

Front (eft to right) John Bell'82,
Stephen Brøgdon'74, Greg Smíth'73,

Deøn Colleen Khoury, Donøld Kreis
'93, LøaraVølleøu Heøley'97, and
Joceline Chømpagne'99

Back (eftto ríght) John Søfford '73,
Ross Povenmire '98, Stephøníe Norton
'99, Pøtríck Møxcy '99, Míchelle Pride
Curter '98 , Michøel Bentley '72, John
Andrews '71, John Bisson '93, Erìc
Børstow '98 ønd Eugene "Chip"

Sullivun'86

2lstAnnual Road Race

Døvíd Severønce '86 Jinishes

first

The 21st Annual Law School Road
Race was held on October 15, 1999 on
Portland's Back Cove. The event was
sponsored by Cloutier, Barrett, Cloutier
& Conley, Dusini & Livingston, Lexis
Publishing, Student Bar Association,
and Thompson & Bowie. Organizing
the event were committee members:
Michael R. Bosse '96, Crystal Bulges
'00, Ian Catlett '00. Gerard P Conley
'79, Professor Orlando Delogu,
Heather Jackson Dilios, Administrative
Assistant to the Dean, Jonathan T.
Mann'94, David P. Silk '85, Professor
Jennifer V/riggins and Godfrey
Professor Don Zillman. I

a

Annegret Bøier, jirst femøle
Top Ten Finishers
1. David Severance'86
2. Mike Vaillancourt '00

jinßher

Gerry Conley '79

Time
22:09
23:29
23:34
23:44
24:10
25:39
26:08
27.22

3. Pat Parson '02
4. Robert Brooks '91
5. Gerard Conley'79
6. Stephen Moriarty '02
7. Sean Kerwin '02
8. Nicholas Mahoney'95
g. Don Zillman, Faculty

27:31

10. David Beneman '85

27:49

Fírst føculty Jínisher Godfrey
Professor Don Zillmøn wíth Mstisse

Alumni News

John H. Pursel was sworn ln as a
Superior Court Judge for the State of
New Jersey. Mr. Pursel was formerly a
partner in the general practice law firm
of Dilts & Pursel. He was also a
municipal attorney for the townships of
White and Pohatcong in Warren

Kravchuk was honored by the V/omen's
Law Association as Alumna of the Year
at a reception for students, faculty and
members of the bench and bar held at
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson.
Sarah A. Thornton has transferred
from the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of North
Carolina and is now working as Chief
Deputy Clerk for the United States
Court of International Trade in New

Ronald N.Ward of Drummond
Woven Tbgether in York Counfit, Maine
which was published in November
1999. The 470-page hardbound volume
combines economic data and analysis
with historical photographs spanning
more than a century ofYork County's
history. J. Scott Davis, Bar Counsel to
the Board of Overseers of the Bar, has
been named President of the National
Organization of Bar Counsel, a nonprofit organization devoted to the
advancement of the science of the
proper investigation and prosecution of
disciplinary complaints involving attorneys. Kim Matthews, co-director of
the Maine Civil Liberties Union Legal
Panel and an attorney in private practice in Portland, spoke on the topic
"Responding to Refugee Language and
Cultural Needs: Federal Obligations
and Responsibilities of Those Serving
Refugees" at the United States Office
of Refugee Resettlement's National
Conference in Washington, D.C. on
November 15-17.

Woodsum & MacMahon, has been
elected to a two-year term as president
of Portland's Downtown District.

Judith Andrucki's firm, Hark.
Andrucki Attomeys, a Lewiston-based
law firm with practice area concentrations in corporate, family, municipal and
construction laq has merged with the
Portland-based firm of Troubh, Heisler
& Piampiano, PA., a full-service law
firm. Hark.Andrucki will continue to
maintain its offices in Lewiston and will
continue to do business under its present
practice name. James A. Robinson III
became General Counsel for the State of
Florida, Department of Community
Affairs after leaving the Southwest
Florida Water Management District in
December 1998. Two weeks later in
January l999,he was chosen by the
agency's head to become Assistant
Secretary of the Florida Department of
CommunifyAffairs. On January 10,
2000, Mr. Robinson assumed the posi-

tion of Director of the Resource and
Land Management Council of the
Florida House of Representatives.

In January, the Honorable
Margaret J. Kravchuk was sworn in

the Maine State Senate as a judge of the
Maine Dishict Court. From 1984 to
1988, Judge Murray setved as Assistant
District Attorney for Penobscot and
Piscataquis Counties. She then became

affiliated with Richardson, Whitman,
Large and Badger in Bangor.

York.

County.

Madge Baker authored the book

Ann M. Murray was nominated by
GovernorAngus King and confirmed by

Charles ttChucktt Henegar is now
the Information and Technology
Coordinator for Pine Tree Legal
Assistance, Legal Services for the Elderly,
the Maine Equal Justice Project, and the
Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic. Mr.
Henegar was formerly the Director of the
Volunteer Lawyers Project in Porlland.

John C. Nivison II was nominated
by Governor Angus King and confirmed by the Maine State Senate as a
judge of the Maine District Court.
After graduating from law school,
Judge Nivison joined the litigation
division of Pierce Atwood in Portland.
He also practiced with the firm's
Insurance and Alternative Dispute
Resolution Practice Groups. Judge
Nivison is also an adjunct professor at
Thomas College in Waterville.
Anthony E. Perkins, a senior technology, computer and e-commerce attorney at Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Nelson, has been appointed to the Blue
Ribbon Commission to establish a
Comprehensive Internet Policy for the
State of Maine. He will represent the
Maine Bar Association on the
Commission. Mr. Perkins recently
launched Bernstein, Shur's Internet and
e-commerce consulting affiliate,
TechVentures Group, LLC.

Magistrate Judge of the U.S. District
Court in Bangor. Judge Kravchuk, who
is the first woman to serve on the
Federal bench in the District of Maine,
served for many years on the Maine
Superior Court, most recently as its
Chief Justice. Earlier in the fall, Judge
as

&

Shari Broder has been appointed
by Governor Angus King to a threeyear term as chair of the Maine Board
of Arbitration and Conciliation. Clark
Savage Turner has finished his Ph.D.
in Software Engineering for the
Department of Information and
Computer Science at the University of
California, Irvine. The title of his dissertation is "Software as Product: The
Technical Challenge to Social Notions
of Responsibility." Dr. Turner is a
member of the bar in California, but
doesn't practice law at this time. He is
an Assistant Professor of Computer
Science at the California Polytechnic
University at San Luis Obispo for the
fall of 1999. Dr. Ti¡rner and his wife,
Belinda Morrill, have an l8-month-old
daughter named Hannah.

Michael J. Quinn has been named
the Managing Director of the
Portsmouth, N.H. Office of the law
firm of Mclane, Graf, Raulerson &
Middleton, P.A. Mr. Quinn has been
with the law firm since 1988. He is a
member of the firm's Environmental
and Government Affairs Department,
where he represents individuals and
businesses in a broad array ofenvironmental matters and provides regulatory
counsel on wetlands and the Ciean
Water Act, Clean Air Act, brownfields
redevelopment, and hazardous and
solid waste compliance. Mr. Quinn is a
coauthor of lhe New Hampshire
Environmental Law Handbook, a former chairman of the New Hampshire
Bar Association Section on Natural
Resources and Environmental Laq and
a Fellow of the New Hampshire Bar
Foundation. He currently resides in
Newfields, New Hampshire.

John Veroneau '89 Sworn In As Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs
John K. Veroneau was sworn rn
as the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Legislative Affairs on November

10, 1999. In his new position, Mr.
Veroneau will assist and support
Secretary of Defense William Cohen's
work with Congress to enact laws that
will ensure the United States remains
strong and able to defend itself. The
Department of Defense works with
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and
Air Force to make recommendations
to Congress about what the military
services require to remain effective.
"Each year," Mr. Veroneau stated

"Congress writes new legislation
which directs the Department of
Defense on the size of the military
forces; the kinds ofweapons to buy;
how many ships, tanks and airplanes
to purchase; and what kinds ofbenefits they will provide to their troops
and thei¡ families. Sometimes,
Congress also adds provisions about
national defense strategy and foreign
policy." Mr. Veroneau's job is to serve
as the liaison between the Department
of Defense and the Congress. In this
capaciry he will work daily with
senior officials in the Department of
Defense, the White House, National
Security Council, State Deparhnent,

In 1998, Mr. Veroneau was
appointed Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Legislative
Affairs. Mr. Veroneau previously had
served as the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Senate Affairs)
where he coordinated the Department's
legislative issues before the U.S.
Senate.

Prior to his service in the
Departrnent of Defense, Mr. Veroneau
worked on the staffs of th¡ee
Senators: V/illiam Cohen of Maine,
Bill Frist of Tennessee, and Susan M.
Collins of Maine.

members of Congress and their staffs.

Jitl P. Atlen was promoted to
Assistant Vice President and Counsel
at UNUM Provident Corporation in
Portland. Peter W. Evans is of counsel
to the firm of Mittel, Asen, Hunter &
Cary LLC, 57 Exchange Street,
Portland. He practices in the areas of
criminal, fam[y, and personal injury

law Mark T. Kremzner of Smith,
Elliott, Smith & Garmey, with offices
in Saco and Portland, served as a delegate on Governor Angus King's trade
mission to Taiwan and China for the
purpose of encouraging and increasing
trade and investment.

a

K.Yeroneøu'89

Andrew M. Braceras has left the
firm of Greenberg & Greenberg in
Portland and has joined with William

J.

Milliken'92fo qeate Milliken &
Braceras in Portland. Jennifer S.
Sternick has relocated from Virginia to
Rhode Island. She is serving as a
Special Assistant Attorney General in
the Criminal Division of the Rhode
Island Attorney General's Office.

Attorney General in the Natural

Christina Valar Breen and husband Yellow Light Breen welcomed
daughter Annina on August 9, 1999.
Ms. Valar Breen continues to serve the
State of Maine as Assistant to the
Commissioner of the Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation.
Frederick L. Lipp has joined the
Commercial, Real Estate and Business
Department at the firm of Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson in Portland.
Mr. Lipp will practice in the areas of
domestic and international business
focusing on international trade and
counseling growing technology companies. Recently named chair of the
International Practice Section of the
Maine State Bar Association, Mr. Lipp
served as Senior Trade Advisor at the
Maine International Trade Center and
advised Governor King during trade
missions to Asia and Canada.

Todd S. Holbrook, an attomey with
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, with
offices in Pordand and Augusta, has
written one of eight chapters in Scienffic
Evidence and Experts Handbook, a new
reference for lawyers in complex litigation. Mr. Holbrook has also become a
shareholder in the law firm of Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson. Daniel P. Riley,
Jr. has become a shareholder in the law
firm of Bernstein, Shuq Sawyer &
Nelson. \ililliam H. Sandstead played
the role of Scrooge in the Lyric Theater's
production of A Christmas Carol. Inthe
South Portland Theater's previous production of Nunsense-Amen, he played
the lead role of Sister Amnesia. James
S. Stolley, Jr. has become associated
with the firm of Paul, Hastings,
Janofsþ & Walker, LLP in Atlanta,
Georgia. where he practices immigration

Resources Division. Ms. Reid works at
the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis
at the Maine State Legislature.

law.

Alexunder Leddy '95

Jonathan A. Block was appointed
by Governor Angus King to serve on a
special commission to study Single
Sales-FactorApportionment. The com-

mission is studying whether Maine
should switch from its traditional threefactor tax apportionment formula to a
single sales-factor formula. The formula is used to apportion the income
of businesses that do business in multiple states. Mr. Block is a partner with
Pierce Atwood and a member of the
firm's State Tax Group. William J.
Milliken and Andrew M. Braceras '90
have opened their own law firm,

Milliken & Braceras in Portland.
Bruce Nicholson, formerly with Erleq
Powers & Nicholson in South Portland,
has joined the firm of Woodward &
Curran in Portland. Kathleen Roberts
has joined the University of Southern
Maine as the new Executive Director of

Lisa (Fitzgibbon) Bendetson and

Eric Bendetson were married on
September 18, 1999. Laura Garcia is
working for the University of Southern
Maine's Student Legal Services, advising students with legal questions and
concerns. Kurt E. Klebe, an attorney

with Verrill & Dana, LLP in Portland"
was a presenter at a seminar on Tax-

Exempt Organizations in Maine held
on December 10 in Portland. Mr.
Klebe's practice includes all aspects of
estate planning, including charitable
gift planning. His work with nonprofits
ranges from the creation and initial tax
exemption work for new organizations
to ongoing planning for established
nonprofits. He has served on the
boards of trustees of several nonprofits
throughout Maine and northern New
England and currently serves as trustee
of three nonprofit entities. Ronnee

Campus Pluralism and Equal

(Hoffman) Pedersen and her husband,

Opportunity. Laura Klein Tobin gave
birth to her first child, a baby girl
named Isabel Grace, on March 14,
1999. Ms. Tobin was elected a shareholder and director of the law firm Orr
& Reno, P.A. in Concord, New
Hampshire, where she has worked for
the past six years.

Karsten, have a new baby boy, Hunter
Bjorn, born on August 8, 1999. The
Pedersens are residing in Newton,
Massachusetts. Gerald D. Reid and

Erik J. Heels' consulting firm Red
Street Consulting, has done a recent
audit of more than 4000 law firm websites and chosen the 26 best sites. The
reviews can be found on the Red Street
website, http ://www. re dstre el com. ll|lIr.
Heels has also coauthored Law Law
Law on the Internet: The Best Legal
Websites and More, which gives a
snapshot ofwhat the legal profession is
doing on the Internet. Alexander
Leddy, formerþ with the Portland law
firm of Drummond Woodsum &
McMahon, has joined the law firm of
Bernstein, Shuq Sawyer & Nelson, as a
lawyer in the firm's Commercial, Real
Estate & Business Department, where
he will practice in the areas of bankruptcy law and commercial litigation at
the firm's Portland and Augusta
offices. Ellen Pettingill-Wolfe is now
working at Gofish.com in Portland.

Colleen (McCartþ) Reid are the
a baby girl, Claire

proud parents of

McCartþ Reid, born on May 5,1999.
Mr. Reid works

as an

Assistant

&

Ttacie L. Adamson

has

joined the

firm of Lipman &Katz, P.A. in
Augusta as an associate and will practice primarily in the areas of employment law, discrimination law, and civil
rights. Ronald W. Schneider, Jr. has
joined the Litigation Department of
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson.
Mr. Schneider will practice in the areas
of employment, health, maritime and
criminal law in the firmb Portland

office. Mr. Schneider was formerþ a
litigation associate in the firm |[clane,
Graf, Raulerson & Middleton in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

Laura V. Healey is a new associate
in the Litigation Department of
Mclane, Graf, Raulerson &
Middleton, P.A. in Bedford" New
Hampshire. William K. Terrill married
Shannon Miller of Cape Elizabeth in
July 1999. The couple is residing in
New Orleans, where Mr. Terrill has
joined the firm of Emmett, Cob,
Vy'aites, Kissenich & O'Neil. Martin
C. Womer passed the Connecticut bar
exam in July 1999 and has opened his
own practice, Martin C. Womer,
Attorney alLaw, in Darien, Conn.,
e-mail: martinwomer@cs.com. Mr.
Womer specializes in real estate, estate
planning, and charitable organizations.

Løarø Heøly '97

Stephøníe Norton '99

also reports he is a new homeowner in
Portland. He can be reached by e-mail

aboard Heineken and in 1995 she participated in the America's Cup campaigrr as part of the all-women's
America boat, which advanced to the
semifinals. Amy E. Keck has accepted
a position at Pine Tree Legal
Assistance in the Bangor Office.
Karen J. Kimball has become associated with the firm of Wakelin, Hallock
& O'Donovan, LLP in Portland.
Stephanie L. Norton has joined the
Tax Department of Mclane, Graf,

at Repmichael.saxl@state.me.us.

Melinda (Patterson) Shain is an

asso-

ciate at Friedman, Babcock &
Gaythwaite in Portland. Lei Shi is the
author of an article, "Successful Use of
the Tacit Acceptance Procedure to
Effectuate Progress in International
Maritime Law," which was published in

Volume ll of the University of San
Francisco Møritime Law Journø|.

Raulerson

& Middleton, P.A. in

Bedford, New Hampshire. Jared Tardy
has joined the firm of Pierce Atwood
in Portland as an associate in the

Mary Jane Good is residing and

UtilitiesDepartment.

I

working in New Jersey. Ms. Good

Aaron Baltes has joined the firm of
Norman, Hanson & DeTroy in
Portland. Christina D'Appolonia has
joined the legal department at Wright
Express in South Portland. Daniel
Eichorn is working as a communications consultant at Blue Cross & Blue
Shield of Maine in South Portland.
John Melendezis a Global Contracts

reports she survived her first weeks as
a law clerk doing more than 50
motions. She works primarily on small
claims mediation as well as
landlord/tenant cases. Joanne S.
Hanson has joined the law firm of
Pierce Atwood in Portland as an associate. She will practice in the firm's
Labor & Employment Department.
After passing the CPA exam, Ms.
Hanson worked as an auditor at a pub-

lic accounting firm beforejoining
Merritt Carey was a

Manager for PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Pierce Atwood.

LLP in Stamford, Connecticut.
Michael V. Saxl authored an article,
"The Struggle to Make Stalking a

member of Americab True, the San
Francisco Yacht Club's challenge for
Americab Cup 2000 in Auckland" New
Zealand. She had a foredeck position
on the first coed America's Cup team
in the race's 148-yeæ history. In 199394, Ms. Carey participated in the
Whitbread Round-the-World Race

Crime: A Legislative Road Map of
How to Develop Effective Stalking
Legislation in Maine," which was published in Volume 23 of the Seton Hall
Legislative Journal (1998). Mr. Saxl

a

The Annual Pageanto
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Surah Church¡ll '02, øs Professor
Wønder Cucumber, øpplícøntfor the
posítíon of Vegetøble ín the Supreme
Sølød

IN

Marc H. Corb '55 died at the
of77 on September 2,1998,

age

after a long illness.

Raymond F. Delisle '58 died at
his camp in Rome, Maine, on
August 9,1999.
James C. Munch Jr. died on
December 10, 1999. In 1978 he
moved to Maine and worked at
LrNUM in Portland and later as an
independent consultant in insurance
in the Portland area. Admitted to
the Maine Bar in 1998, Mr. Munch
was a practicing attorney and lecturer at the University of Maine
Law School. He had published
numerous articles in both insurance
and law trade journals and was the
author ofthe book, Financial and
Estate Planning with Lífe
Insurance. Mr. Munch is the father
of James C. Munch,III'91.I

ConnpcrtoN
In the September 1999 issue of the

Alumni Quarterly Gisele M. Nadeau '87
was mistakenly associated with the firm
of Nadeau & Fogel. In fact, Ms.
Nadeau has had her own practice,
Gisele M. Nadeau PA., since January

29,1998.

Alumni

MBTT,TORIAM

a

Participation in
CLE Programs
Alumni participating in the Maine
State Bar Association's Continuing Legal

Education Program:
"The New Superior Court Pretrial
Procedures" on September 24,1999 in
Portland: Hon. Thomas E. Delahanty II
'70, Peter J. DeTloy lll'72;
"Navigating the System: The Nuts and
Bolts of the Family Law Case" on

October 1,1999 inAugusta: DanaA.
Cleaves '74, Kristin A. Gustafson '87,
Martin Schindler 086; "Land
Development Concerns" on October 7 in
Portland and October 8,1999 in Bangor:
Edmond J. Bearor '880 Natalie L.
Burns '87, P.Andrew Hamilton '84;
"Current Issues and Trends ín Municipal
Law" on October 28, 7999 in Augusta:
Edmund J. Bearor'88,\üilliam H.
Dale'7 SrJames B. Haddow'86,
James N. Katsiaficas '84, Karen G.
Kingsley '79, Jonathan S. Piper '7ó,
Gary C.Wood'75; "Key Issues and
Updates in Elder Law" on December 10,
1999 in Portland: Barbara A. Appleby

'88, Patricia A. Nelson-Reade '88,

Victoria Powers '89, Jane E. Skelton '88;
'Advanced Federal Practice: The Civil,
Criminal ønd Ethical Perspective" on
January 28,2000 in Augusta and
February 17 in Presque Isle: Hon.

William

S.

Brownell'71, MelissaA.

Hewey '87, Hon. Margaret J.
Kravchuk'76, John B. Lucy '90,
William D. Maselli 086, Paula D.
Silsby '76; "Real Estate Institute" on
February ll &12,2000 inAugusta:
Ronald L. Bissonette '81 (Rights of
Ssrø Stevens '02 øndWilliøm Mødden '02

Døvid Gregory, Heather Seasonwein'L7

First Refusal and Purchase Options),
Jeffrey W. Jones '82 (Tax Liens),
Rendte A. Jones '67 (Titles Passing
Through Probate), StanleyW. Karod
'72 (Covenants and Use Restrictions),
Karen Marchetti '78 (Conservation
Easements), Richard \ü. Smith '73
(Creative Use of Title Insurance), Judith
R Woodbury '80 (Drafting Deeds). I

2000 Ar,uivrNr

AssocrrrroN BoARn
On'rrcpRs:
Peter C. McKenney '77, President

Martha V/. Howell '74,YicePresident
Lawrence J. Mullen '81, Secretary
Michael R. Currie '80, Treasurer

Dlnscrons
John F. Bisson '93
James M. Bowie '77

Ronald J. Cullenberg'71
James B. Haddow '86
Ann T. Hollyday '84
Margaret Cushing Lavoie '87
Jonathan T. Mann '94
Michael K. Martin '89
Leigh McCarthy '95
Louise M. McCartþ '92
Duncan A. McEachern '68
Sharon Lawrence McHold'83

Glen L. Porter '78
Donna M. Ryan'88

NancyV

Savage '91

Paula D. Silsby '76
Ryan S. Stinneford'88
Kathryn L. Vezina'90
Barry Zimmerman '70
Diane Dusini '87, Ex Officio
Dean Colleen A. Khoury

Ex Officio
John C. Gundersdorf,
Executive Director
Professor David Gregory
Faculty Representative
Yoel Molina,
Student Representative

Annual Fund
GOES OVERTHE
TOP!
1999

Goal: $195,000
Raised: $207,000

Alumni Participation:
THANKYOU!

36%o

!

e

Law School
Launches
\Meb Site

Upcow'qc Evnvrs

Ifyou have not recently visited the
Alumni Association Board Meeting . ' .

.March 15

.

Lecture (George Fisher, Professor at Stanford Law School) ' '

'

.March

2l

.March24

Scholarship RecePtion

Law Alumni Association Annual Dinner &
Reunions for the Classes of 1995,1990, 1985,1980' 1970 '
Edward S. Godfrey Fund Lecture Series (Speaker: Karen Gross,
Professor at NewYork Law School

) '''

.April I

..April l0-12
. . . .April28

MAPIL Auction

.....May24
.....May27
....Ju¡e2-4

Alumni Association Board Meeting . . . .
Law School Convocation
Class of 1975 25th Reunion
Alumni Association Boa¡d Meeting . . ' '
Annual Coffin Lecture (Speaker: Alan Morrison, Chief Trial
Attorney for the Public Citizen Litigation Group)

September 13

Alumni Association Board Meeting . . '

'

dents, or caught up on the activities of
the faculty, we invite you to take a virtual tour ofthe school. You can log on
to our new web site at the following

URL: www.law.usm.maine. edu
On the site You will find a wide
variety of information including faculty profiles and recent scholarship, student impressions, career services information and directories. We are currently investigating ways the web site will
interest and benefit our alumni.
Please log on and tell us what You

think. E-mail us at:
lawalumni@usm.maine.edu with your

. .October 12

.....October

22nd Annual Road Race

Law School, or met anY current stu-

suggestions, impressions and ideas'

Thanks!

I

November I I

on the
own goals of pluralism, the university of Southern Maine shall not discriminate
In compryi'g with the letter and spirit of applicable raws and in pursuing its
areas

quaiified individuals with disabilities upon request' Questions and complaints about
ofthe university. The University provides reasonable accomniodations to
Gorham, Maine 04038'

compliance officer, Kathleen Roberts, 7 collegeAvenue,
discrimination in any area of the university should be directed to the campus
(207) 780-s094; rTY (207) 780-5646.
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